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6.3 Exponential Functions
Definition: Exponential Function

  An exponential function is of the form 

where b (referred to as the base) is a positive real number (b>0) that is not equal to 
one. The domain of f is the set of all real numbers.

A transformation of the the exponential function is often use to model exponential 
functions

The base b is the growth factor and C is the initial value.

The natural base 

Exploration

Find the value of  as n 
increases to infinity.

Natural Base

n f(n)

1 2

10 2.59374246

100 2.704813829

1000 2.716923932

10000 2.718145927

100000 2.718268237

1000000 2.718280469

Definition: e

The number e is defined as the 
number that the expression

approaches as n approaches 
infinity.  In calculus this is 
expressed using limit notation as 

f(x) = bx

f(x) = C ⋅ bx

e

1 +(
n
1 )

n

1 +(
n

1
)
n

e = 1 +
n→∞
lim (

n

1
)
n

https://www.notion.so/1-a8e84bd53884459b8c0de58554cd9faf
https://www.notion.so/10-b2dacdc44a154ea1a92b2819110edee3
https://www.notion.so/100-5cc440f7c63a499b85399b1e95568e4d
https://www.notion.so/1000-d313c744ce514d73bf01e7f0b402ed39
https://www.notion.so/10000-9454fb8640a4470c97a70b91cc7820f6
https://www.notion.so/100000-9bb9f112587d4d578d1d723623c4d17b
https://www.notion.so/1000000-545273b3212c49009f22723cb23b7754
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Comparing a linear function to an exponential function

A linear function, ,  
has a constant average rate of 
change.

difference of consecutive outputs is 
constant

y-intercept is the initial value

An exponential function, 
,  has a constant ratio of 

consecutive outputs

ratio of consecutive outputs is 
constant

y-intercept is the initial value

Example: Determine whether the given function is linear exponential or neither.  For 
those that are linear or exponential find the equation that models the data.

Example 1

x f(x)

-2 5/4

-1 5/2

0 5

1 10

2 20

Example 2

x f(x)

-2 1

-1 3

0 5

1 7

2 9

Example 3

x f(x)

-1 2

0 4

1 7

2 11

3 16

f(x) = mx+ b

b = f(0)

m =
x − x2 1

f(x ) − f(x )2 1

f(x) = C ⋅
bx

C = f(0)

b =
f(x)

f(x+ 1)

https://www.notion.so/2-be9604ee53574797a09cc6642b0d9cea
https://www.notion.so/1-74c7bc5daaa84bd89ef9d11df2716ce3
https://www.notion.so/0-2633f1254cb74705895f0a5d670efbe0
https://www.notion.so/1-77df4965c2cd4f969701e569efa7ed27
https://www.notion.so/2-534f7fc0af33412ab3988057885e1fb9
https://www.notion.so/2-261b2e5b0c134fae906b6e72a3f7fd46
https://www.notion.so/1-2baef2f237b746e4b4958b2a6b1900cf
https://www.notion.so/0-47f2e2fb99e04f0cb30c4afc31271090
https://www.notion.so/1-7896e736c4d74abbb6dd5af9db879cdb
https://www.notion.so/2-2246c6b779ee4bca88cab23493a1d79c
https://www.notion.so/1-a4042ab88e0b4235840b5271c38a95ad
https://www.notion.so/0-45bf6944e47d42bbb2cb131b839b37c1
https://www.notion.so/1-0499609950f344eabdedc69cec9e5fc3
https://www.notion.so/2-e309c14c7ef64bcb833d1e93c4e18c6c
https://www.notion.so/3-a569c28f9d6945e99b5b4280db2b2d49
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Properties

Properties of an Exponential 
Function (b>1)

1. The domain is the set of all real 
numbers and the range is the 
set of all positive numbers.

2. There are no x-intercepts and 
the y-intercept is 1. 

3. The x-axis (y=0) is a horizontal 
asymptote as x approaches 
negative infinity.

4. f(x) is an increasing function 
and is one-to-one.

5. The graph of f is smooth and 
continuous, with no corners or 
gaps.

Properties of an Exponential 
Function (0<b<1)

1. The domain is the set of all real 
numbers and the range is the 
set of all positive numbers.

2. There are no x-intercepts and 
the y-intercept is 1. 

3. The x-axis (y=0) is a horizontal 
asymptote as x approaches 
infinity.

4. f(x) is an decreasing function 
and is one-to-one.

5. The graph of f is smooth and 
continuous, with no corners or 
gaps.

f(x) = b ; b >x 1

f(x) =
x→−∞
lim 0

f(x) = b ; 0 <x b < 1)

f(x) =
x→∞
lim 0
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Examples of Graphing Basic Exponential Functions

Example 1: Graph  by plotting points

Example 2: Graph  by plotting points

y = 2x

y = ( 3
1)

x
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Example 3: Graph  by plotting points

Examples: Graphing Transformations

Example 1: Graph  by Transformations

y = ex

f(x) = −2 −x−3 5

5
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Example 2: Graph  by Transformations

Example 3: Graph  by Transformation

One-to-one Property for Exponential Function (Relating the Bases)

If  then 

This happens because exponential functions are one-to-one functions and by 
definition different x values have different y values and therefore if the y values are 
the same the x values are the same.

f(x) = − +( 3
1)

x+5 2

f(x) = −e−x

b =u bv u = v
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Solving Exponential Equations: Relating the Bases or One-to-One Property

Method of Relating the Bases in Symbols

Method of Relating the Bases in Words

Requires the exponential equation to have the bases on both sides the 
same

When the bases are the same the exponents must be equal because of the 
one-to-one property of exponential functions.

Examples of Solving Exponential Equations by Relating the Bases

Example 1: Solve. 

Example 2: Solve. 

Example 3: Solve. 

Example 4: Solve. 

b =u bv

u = v

3 =x 81

=5 125x

=5 216
1 6x

e =x
e13
1
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Example 5: Solve.  

Example 6: Solve. 

Example 7: Solve. 

Example 8: Solve. 

Example 9: Solve. 

5 =x−1
25
1

3 =x+1 95x

e =( x2)
5

e180

6 =x3

216−x2
1296x

e =x2 e ⋅x e12
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Example 10: Solve. 

Example: Applications of Exponential Equations

The average annual salary of an NBA player follows the exponential model

where S(t) is the average annual salary in thousands of dollars and t is the number 
of years after 1980.

a. Find the average annual salary of an NBA players in 1980.

b. Find the average annual salary of an NBA players in 1990.

c. Find the average annual salary of an NBA players in 1998.

e =x2

(e )x 2
e8

S(t) = 161.4(1.169)t


